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            Voice Search Guidelines revealed by Google for the first time
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            Google just published today the Guidelines for Evaluation of Search Speech (version 1). Enrique Alfonseca, Staff Research Scientist, working on Google Assistant in Zurich, said that the publication of these guidelines come upon “requests from academics who are researching improvements in voice interactions, question answering, and voice-guided exploration.”
808b4-guidelines-of-evaluation-of-search-speech-version-1

808b4-guidelines-of-evaluation-of-search-speech-version-1.pdf
172 KB





Alfonseca says also that the Search Speech Guidelines are similar to the Search Quality Rating Guidelines, but Google Assistant needed to have “its own guidelines in place, as many of its interactions utilize what is called “eyes-free technology,” when there is no screen as part of the experience.”
The dimensions for rating the answers used in Search Speech / Voice
	Information Satisfaction: the content of the answer should meet the information needs of the user.
	Length: when a displayed answer is too long, users can quickly scan it visually and locate the relevant information. For voice answers, that is not possible. It is much more important to ensure that we provide a helpful amount of information, hopefully not too much or too little. Some of our previous work is currently in use for identifying the most relevant fragments of answers.
	Formulation: it is much easier to understand a badly formulated written answer than an ungrammatical spoken answer, so more care has to be placed in ensuring grammatical correctness.
	Elocution: spoken answers must have proper pronunciation and prosody. Improvements in text-to-speech generation, such as WaveNet and Tacotron 2, are quickly reducing the gap with human performance.

According to Voicebot these guidelines are very important for brands and media, as “following these guidelines will be increasingly important in order for your content to surface in voice searches.”
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            Google dominates Web Traffic, sending nearly two-thirds of all referrals

                A new study reveals just how much Google dominates the flow of traffic on the internet. Data provided by Datos and analyzed by SparkToro shows that Google is responsible for a staggering 63.41% of all US website traffic referrals.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            TikTok Launches "Sounds for Business - Voice Clips"

                TikTok this week debuted its latest tool for businesses: Sounds for Business - Voice Clips. This innovative collection of audio templates empowers brands of all sizes to infuse trending sounds and engaging voices into their marketing with ease.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            TikTok's How to Reach Women on TikTok report

                TikTok this month released a new report entitled How to Reach Women on TikTok, delving into the ways women are shaping the platform and how brands can connect meaningfully with this influential audience.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            TikTok unveils SKAN 4.0 enhancements for iOS advertisers

                TikTok's SKAN 4.0 integration introduces a range of enhancements to optimize data collection and subsequent insights for iOS 14+ campaigns.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            Google: Gary Illyes and Lizzi Sassman on Web Crawlers

                In the latest episode of Search Off the Record, Gary Illyes and Lizzi Sassman took a deep dive into crawling the web: what is a web crawler, and how does it really work.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            Teads expands exclusive CTV native partnership with LG Ad Solutions

                The partnership grants Teads exclusive rights to CTV native advertising inventory in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand, and 10 Asia Pacific countries (Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, and India).

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            DoubleVerify, NBCUniversal partner for Program-Level Streaming Measurement

                DoubleVerify (DV) and NBCUniversal are expanding their partnership to deliver an industry-first solution: program-level measurement for streaming video across OTT and CTV.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            IAB warns against FTC rules that could harm Children's Online Access

                The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) this week raised concerns about proposed changes to the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule (COPPA).

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            Meta's CrowdTangle to shut down in August 2024

                Meta, the parent company of Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, has announced the discontinuation of its social media analytics tool, CrowdTangle. The platform will officially cease to exist on August 14, 2024.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            Microsoft: Generative AI surges in popularity

                Search trend data from Microsoft reveals significant growth in this area, offering valuable insights for advertisers and marketers.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            AdInMo adds audio and rewarded video formats to its InGamePlay SDK

                AdInMo this week has added audio and rewarded video formats to its InGamePlay SDK, allowing game publishers to diversify their ad inventory and reach players in different contexts.

            
        

    



                        
    
            
                
            
        
            Google Product Studio launches St. Patrick's Day Templates

                Google Product Studio this week launched a new feature offering St. Patrick's Day themed templates. These templates allow merchants to quickly generate holiday-specific product images with minimal effort.
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